Ricky Swallow by Jen Hutton (Made in LA, June 2014)

From his early, uncannily real vanitas carved from wood to his wide range of works on paper, Ricky Swallow readily demonstrates his
technical skill as a fabricator and draftsman. Perhaps not surprisingly, Swallow is also a first-rate looker and collector who relies on a
sizeable physical and virtual archive of forms as source material. His current work, a series of “object studies” fabricated from cardboard
and cast in bronze (2010– ) perhaps best illustrates these inclinations. Each small sculpture nods to an item on Swallow’s hefty list of
references: Werkstätte tableware, Memphis décor, Hans Coper’s vases, Alberto Giacometti’s early Cubist sculptures, Robert Therrien’s
reductive domestic forms, Christina Ramberg’s typologies of chairs and other everyday objects, and so on.
In these works, Swallow also presents a romanticized version of modernism, or more specifically, a set of design concerns rooted in
domesticity. Each object’s multiple views are pulled more tightly together, becoming a deliberately un-grand piece suited for tabletop or
pedestal display. His borrowed forms sit comfortably in their typicality in as much as they effortlessly point to specific genres (moderniststyle vases) or loaded subjects such as pipes and guitars (René Magritte and Pablo Picasso). As Swallow puts it, “As an artist, you are a
guest to any material.” His newest bronzes delve further into abstraction, resulting in playful variations on his vocabulary of forms. For
example, the edges of Cup/Unraveling’s (2013) hollow half- sphere peel away like the skin of an apple; and Staggered Vessel with Rings
(2013), with its cascading shallow bowls, is a gravity-defying mise en abyme.
While the bronzes’ smaller scale applies more pressure to formal decisions such as color and shape, ultimately, the germinating idea for
this work was about flipping a familiar process. Unlike his earlier carved-wood sculptures, these “object studies” allowed for more play:
with the discarded cardboard, Swallow can build quickly, folding and gluing to construct simple forms or vignettes. Likewise, the
medium offered a “readymade” surface that the artist had previously sought in his carved works.
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In the Studio by Leah Ollman (Art in America, May 2014)
“QUIET SCULPTURE” reads a sheet of paper on the wall of Ricky Swallow’s studio in Los Angeles. The words, stacked one atop the
other and encircled by lightly drawn dashes, double as a declaration of intent and a wry, cautionary plea. They add their charge to the
wall’s dense collage of images, notes and objects, a continually circulating pool of source material that currently includes two beaded
panels that Swallow guesses are the unsewn sides of a Sioux tobacco pouch; a dozen sculptural sketches in bare and painted cardboard; a
newspaper article on Donald Judd; several small Hopi Kachinas; postcards of work by Duchamp and Picasso; pages of rhythmic patterns
(featuring letters, circles, tadpoles, variations on the shapes of wooden chair backs) painted by Swallow in bold gouache.
Beyond the fertile clutter, the rest of the studio is white-cube-gallery spare. A few pedestals hold humbly vibrant sculptures, cast in
bronze from objects “scratch-built” in cardboard and tape. Several other pieces are mounted on the walls. One, a broad, undulating ribbon
of black, about eight inches high, unfurls like a makeshift flag. Another, in white, riffs on a pair of staggered arches and hints at de
Chirico.
The alteration of familiar, everyday forms (from guitars to cups to clocks) has been a through-line in Swallow’s work since 1996, when
he graduated from the Victorian College of the Arts, Melbourne, in his native Australia. He learned to work with wood from a how-to
book on carving realistic birds, but is weary of telling the story, however amusing and unlikely it is as an introduction to the refined
still-lifes in wood that followed. He has long used cardboard, initially as an end material in itself, and later as the basis for bronzes
alluding to Cubism’s fracturing of space and time, Futurism’s exaltation of motion, Surrealism’s unlikely marriages. Smoke in the form
of a French curve rises from a pipe in one recent bronze sculpture. In another, a hammer meets the body of a guitar with a surprisingly
gentle kiss.
Swallow moved temporarily to Los Angeles in 2002 and ended up staying, interrupted only by a 2004-05 sojourn in London. He’s
emboldened, he says, by the prolific history of small-scale sculpture in L.A., citing work by Ron Nagle, Ken Price and the early Robert
Therrien. He will be included in the Hammer Museum’s “Made in L.A. 2014,” opening in June.
On a warm, late February afternoon, Swallow, 39, sat down for a conversation in the Eagle Rock studio adjacent to that of his wife,
painter Lesley Vance. He had just returned from New York, where he installed his work in the Whitney Biennial. On our way to his broad
worktable, stacked with books and paintings on paper, we passed the cardboard genesis of Stair with Contents, which, at 22 by 35 by 22
inches, is the largest and most complex of his five pieces in the show. Perched upon the four-step, angular cascade are variants of shapes
basic to Swallow’s visual lexicon—a multi-spout pitcher, an abstracted cross form that he calls “a spinning P,” and a zigzag snake with
three hissing S’s resting between its jaws. The setup, he says, falls somewhere between a flea market display, a tableau and an altar.
LEAH OLLMAN Stair with Contents is a relatively large piece for you. You tend to work on a more intimate scale.
RICKY SWALLOW I arrived at working small fairly intuitively, but it feels like a position in some way, to not pander to scale. Inherent
in sculpture is an expectation of monumentality. Working smaller provides a concentration of looking. There is some reciprocal
relationship between the concentration of making at that scale and how you receive the piece, or how you hope an audience receives the
piece. In all the art that I admire and that I’d say was an influence, it’s all about the energy an object or painting can give off. Much of
that work is on a smaller scale, what I’d call a Morandi scale of things.
OLLMAN What was the visual landscape like in the small coastal town of San Remo, in Victoria, where you grew up?
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SWALLOW Now that I live in a bigger city, where everyone is a stranger, I think of the town that I grew up in as almost a folkloric
place. It was a narrative-rich town, everybody knowing everybody. My father was a fisherman. His father was a fisherman. A lot of the
colors I’ve been introducing into the bronzes in the last couple of years, a combination of white, black and red, which can be read through
the lens of Russian Constructivism or modernism, also relate to the heavy gloss enamel used on fishing boats and fishing equipment.
My dad was always managing or maintaining his fishing boat, and those projects seem now like my first idea of sculpture. You weld rope
baskets from stainless steel tubing and they kind of look like Sol LeWitt forms. Pouring lead into molds to make anchor weights in the
backyard or upkeeping the nets through weaving—I was around a lot of that craft. There’s an honesty or accountability in it that I like and
is related to the kind of work I chose to pursue in the studio.
OLLMAN In art school, you majored in drawing. Were you also working in three dimensions then?
SWALLOW I happened to enroll in the drawing department, because that was the focus of my portfolio when I began. You could opt to
do one other subject once a week and that subject for me was sculpture, so more and more I’d introduce sculpture into the drawing
process. It was fun to learn in that backdoor way, having access to materials but not necessarily the lectures or techniques. That was an
important step in terms of learning to be self-sufficient, or realizing that sometimes it’s important to approach materials more intuitively.
OLLMAN The language you use in talking about your work usually has to do with change in status or identity, transformation, even
alchemy.
SWALLOW I’ve always been involved in a process of object translation. Before I started making the wood carvings, I was making
replicas out of cardboard much the same way an architect would make a model of a building. They were of first-generation handheld
computer games, old stereos—things I took for granted, that I was feeling some nostalgia for as technology was changing. I thought of
the finished things still existing as a proposal. I like that space of the industrial prototype or the monument, where something is being
suggested or remembered—not being used, but looked at as a form.
OLLMAN When, in 2008, you discovered some card-board archery targets cratered with arrow punctures, you started working with
them, casting the panels in bronze and also casting vessels and masks fashioned from fragments of the targets. What was it about that
material that resonated with you?
SWALLOW The cardboard I was using before was dense. It was like a mat board you’d use for framing. It was chosen specifically for
how uncharacteristic the surface was. When I found the first few archery targets, they were the opposite. They were these very active,
abstract panels—of a texture and materiality that I was completely not responsible for. Something felt nice about that. I wasn’t really
attracted to them as objects that had been produced through weaponry. It was more their abstract, [Lucio] Fontana quality.
OLLMAN For the last several years, you’ve been building forms—cups, pitchers, notebooks, human figures—mainly out of cardboard
tubing of different scales and gauges. You’ve referred to these pieces as “bootlegs.” Is there something illicit about them? What are you
trying to smuggle?
SWALLOW I never think of a bootleg as an unauthorized thing, but as a private rendition of something. I collect what I consider a lot of
bootlegs, like Native American Zuni Disney character pins, for example, which are weird, crude, messed-up versions of cartoon
characters. I like when versions become more and more removed from their origin but they still stubbornly hold on to a source image or a
source object. Sometimes I’m even bootlegging my own things.
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OLLMAN You also collect pottery, and many of your patinations derive from ceramic glazes. What other points of intersection are there
between your work and work in clay?
SWALLOW One of the things that’s been instructive about looking at wheel-based ceramics or pottery is how inherently abstract the
technique is, as a meditative or ritualistic, repetitive task. You learn to throw a cylinder or tube and from that you pull everything. It’s the
mother form, this singular form from which you’re able to produce an array of objects or vessels. That’s how I treated the cardboard
tubing form, not as limited, but as malleable, despite its being an industrial readymade material.
OLLMAN “Grapevine,” the show you curated for L.A.’s Kordansky Gallery in 2013, was an homage of sorts to a constellation of
ceramic artists in Southern California [Ron Nagle, Magdalena Suarez Frimkess, Michael Frimkess, John Mason, Peter Shire]. Each of
them, you wrote in your catalogue essay, approached clay with an irreverence toward tradition.
SWALLOW There’s something about ceramics as a material that can both acknowledge itself and disguise or contradict itself. All the
artists in the show dealt with that in different ways. In their work, there’s a respect for and technical understanding of what clay can do.
They don’t use clay to make pottery but to make sculpture, which seems very much a straightforward proposal now, but it’s easy to forget
how radical a lot of that work once was.
Like bronze, ceramics goes through a process where you start with an earthen or natural substance. You try to micromanage all the steps
in order for the firing to produce a certain effect, but there’s all this stuff you can’t control, and those embellishments, those subtle
fluctuations in color and material, end up being part of the success of the finished object. You succumb to them. Each of those artists
really followed through with an object’s conception and finishing, and that’s a dated idea that I like. You’re not surfing while something’s
being made. You’re staying up all night watching the kiln.
OLLMAN What is shared by the sculptures you make and the objects you collect, including basketry and furniture, is a strong sense of
visual integrity. You seem very committed to the culture of artifacts, the ritual objects of everyday life, and, ultimately, to William Carlos
Williams’s notion “no ideas but in things.”
SWALLOW I’ve always believed that the ideas your art contains should extend from the making of them and what the object is doing,
not something that’s overlaid. Meaning should be extrapolated out of the thing, rather than an object extrapolated out of meaning.
I have a romantic notion of what the studio is as a place and what it’s capable of. There’s a famous Coco Chanel quote: “Look in the
mirror and remove one accessory.” It’s to do with elegance and removing anything that is extraneous to your successful look. That can be
applied in sculpture, too. Ron Nagle and Ken Price had this saying, “TMT,” which means “too much touching,” if they felt something
wasn’t working and was being fussed with too much, or if you went too far. I think with sculpture it is also about removing stuff and
knowing when to stop.
OLLMAN You’re avid about music, and certain players crop up in your conversations—[the English guitarist] Derek Bailey, especially.
But what about the underlying affinities in your work to structural elements in music—repetition, for instance, and rhythm?
SWALLOW That’s a tough question. Music to me is so abstract. I’m such an absorber of it. It’s almost inhaled in the studio, but it’s not
something I understand. I think all artists ultimately envy the effects of music, the indelible effects. That would be the ultimate
compliment, for a sculpture to stick in somebody’s head in the same way that a song does, for someone to associate a sculpture with a
particular time or event or vacation or something like that.
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OLLMAN In Looking at the Overlooked, Norman Bryson’s 1990 book about still-life painting, he discusses the distinction between
rhopography, the depiction of so-called unimportant things, and megalography, the depiction of grand events—history with a capital H.
Rhopography, he writes, has the “potential for overturning the scale of human importance.” That rings true of your work with mundane
subjects.
SWALLOW I don’t see any limitations in humble objects. A lot of the things that I’ve remade in sculpture are things of ritual to one
person, a small personal reading lamp or one cup. Something you have a direct relationship to, that you use in a daily way. There’s
something about selecting those things that have a one-to-one relationship with someone and then having a one-to-one relationship with
the making of them. There is a meditative quality to overlooked things that allows them a different kind of energy or power.
The guitar, or certain cup forms—they’re veterans of art in terms of still life. They are forms that have been pushed through every
strainer. That makes them durable. They’re not exhausted, they’re not closed. To me, the most natural way of participating in art-making
is to accept that you are a visitor to all this material, you’re reinterpreting standards.
OLLMAN Your most recent work strays confidently from familiar, recognizable referents to more fragmentary, less functional subjects.
But you’re wary of the A word. You’re on record as having a “built-in moral resistance to abstraction” that you’ve tried for years to
overcome. Where did that resistance come from and why the need to transcend it?
SWALLOW Some of my older work is so narratively drunk. To go completely cold turkey was impossible. I’ve always been attracted to
abstraction but never thought it was something I was supposed to do or the work that I was supposed to make. Part of the new pieces
becoming more formal or abstract is about enjoying and accepting the terms of what the pieces want to do, or appreciating a different way
they can lean.
It’s an abstraction I feel OK about, because it comes from manipulation of tactile materials in the studio. It’s not pre-ordained. It’s a
cause-and-effect thing—nurture, not nature. As abstract as some of the recent things are, they have a vulnerability to the surface; they
have creases or dents; they’re not quite hard-edged. They look like used abstraction. Like abstract sculptures that have been badly
treated.
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Doyle Lane by Ricky Swallow (Clay Paintings, May 2014)
Doyle Lane was nothing if not systematic. His name—usually an all caps LANE incised into the dime sized foot of his coveted weed
pots, or written with marker clarity on the reverse side of one of his clay paintings—is familiar to a growing number of hard core
followers and collectors who are all scrambling after the same thing: another Doyle Lane.
Lane's “weed pots” are diminutive in size yet perfectly proportioned and balanced. Their graspable scale is satisfying, and there’s a covert
energy about them. Rudimentary, beautiful, with no fuss, they are as iconic and recognizable in ceramic circles as Rose Cabat’s feelies or
Harrison Mackintosh’s graphically decorated pieces. Like these two artists he was a glaze specialist, developing and enlisting his own
specific family of glazes to define his pottery made from the early 1950’s through the 1970’s. The term “weed pots” alludes to Lane’s
practice of arranging delicate sprigs and dried flowers in the pots.
Where the forms of the pots are staid even classical, the glazes are anything but—they crawl, bubble, crack and thickly undulate to a thick
edge preserved by gravity toward the foot of each piece. The glazes all carry nicknames, both affectionate and descriptive handles of
categorization for collectors and potters alike: orange peel, gun metal, poppy seed, robin’s egg, mustard, white crackle, and uranium red.
These jewels of California modernism are most credibly understood and appreciated when viewed in groupings, which is how Doyle
conceived and marketed them in both gallery presentations and architectural commissions. In this context one can see the subtle shifts in
scale and form of the pots, some plump and spherical with tiny collared throats, some wider—more UFO-like (think Nelson lamp) with
flattened openings just large enough to support a single twig. This combined with the matte-satin glazed surfaces, varying in color and
activity, creates a real rhythm in the groupings and gives one an abridged glimpse into the working nature and diversity of Lane’s talents.
This type of rhythm created across the scale and form of the pots can also be seen with the mosaic surfaces of Lane’s largest
Murals—including the Orange Wall, an 18 ft. mural commissioned for 301 E. Colorado Blvd., Pasadena, by Welton Becket & Associates
in 1964. This phenomenal field of tiles is the largest realization and endorsement for Lane’s methodology—the medium is the message.
The buzzing field of literally hundreds of rectangular clay tiles in burnt orange to red is beautifully overwhelming as a physical passage of
information—a thing as solid in its intention as the building it was housed in. The prominent signature scribed into the lower right side of
the piece, one letter per tile is an endearingly simple tag. It floats a little high rather than resigning itself to the bottom corner of the piece,
as if to say DOYLE LANE was here.
Rarely will you find embellishment or extraneous detail in Lane’s pieces. The format seems carefully planned- a honed and familiar weed
pot, a circular disc or unit of simply cut tiles loaded up with glaze and allowed to do its thing—with both trialed results and more
expressive reactions during firing. The few exceptions to this rule are Doyle’s pots with applied sleeves of texture, or the surfaces of
rudimentary shaped fish and bird tiles which demonstrate a repeated impressed pattern. These I would chalk up to a kind of
interchangeable modern aesthetic looming at the time, one exploited by many ceramicists. The most identifiable and specific gift Lane
offers us is his beautiful glaze work, placing him confidently in the company of Glen Lukens, Otto Natzler and Otto Heino—all dedicated
glaze technicians working in the greater Los Angeles area at the time.
Unlike these esteemed potters, Lane’s ambitions pushed him to utilize an aesthetic closer to abstract and formalist painting, and to locate
a scale and immediacy outside of the traditional realm of pottery. Lane’s entry in the Objects USA catalog published in 1970, reveals a
linear progression from his functional pottery, to the large murals through to the slab-based clay paintings. Whilst this makes
developmental sense in terms of Lane’s creative arc, it’s impossible to say whether Lane was still working on commissioned murals and
weed pots once he’d began the clay paintings. Much of his work (and virtually all of the weed pots) are undated, but the resourcefulness
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in his approach would suggest the various bodies of work continued and overlapped.
One can find hand typed labels on the reverse of many of the smaller framed square clay paintings and tile assemblages:
DOYLE LANE, Ceramic Murals- Clay Paintings
4470 KEWANEE ST. 225-4585 LOS ANGELES (EL SERENO) CAL. 90032.
It’s almost as if the smaller more marketable tiles were calling cards, samples to generate interest in larger projects and potentially larger
income for the artist. Lane emerged in a modernist era in which a domestic appetite for ceramics complemented newly devised interior
schemes, including furniture, textiles, and so on. He managed to be included in several of the early California Design shows organized by
Eudora Moore at the Pasadena Museum, but is noticeably absent from subsequent shows. His pots pictured in those early catalogs gel
graciously with the overall aesthetic of that time, whereas the later clay paintings have a more authoritative presence both in physicality
and expression.
With little information printed about Lane, friends, and colleagues provide much of his story. Doyle was known to market his pots (and
later in life his beaded jewelry) at craft shows as well as literally knocking on doors with a tray full of weed pots in wealthier
neighborhoods such as the Pacific Palisades. An elderly architect I purchased a pot from sold pieces on consignment out of his office on
Larchmont, noting Doyle would come and arrange them on their wooden block bases, bringing new pots to replace those sold. Photos of
Doyle Lane taken in his El Sereno home studio by Ben Serar in 19?? reveal a focused, camera shy man going about his craft. In one
image we see Lane at the wheel, with neatly stacked boxes of glazing materials behind him; in another he is carefully a line up of freshly
fired weed pots in their beautifully blank bisque state on the ledge of the kiln. The modest contents of his archive, gifted to the California
African American Museum before his death in 2002, contains staged photographs of his weed pots (El Sereno Ikebana), various murals
and a few grainy gallery installation shots, all housed in Doug-fir ply boxes constructed and labeled by Lane. A treasure to any follower
of his work, there’s something intriguingly private about this archive, with no literary information to accompany it—no user’s guide. It
fuels as many questions as it answers in relation to Lane’s professional trajectory.
As Jenifer Munro Miller points out in A Handbook of California Design, “Doyle Lane succeeded in making a living from his craft—a
notable achievement for any craftsperson, particularly an African American working at mid-century.” Lane definitely had both loyal
individual supporters and architects who commissioned his work. Rudy Estrada, a long time friend and collector, recalls an incident in
which Lane was arrested and restrained by police on his property when he arrived with his tool bag to install an outdoor mural. With very
few galleries willing to show black artists at the time Lane eventually connected with Dale Davis and Alonzo Davis who had opened the
Brockman gallery in Leimert Park in 1967, hoping to solve the problem of where to show their own work, and the work of their peers and
immediate community in Los Angeles. By participating in the exhibition program at Brockman and later Akrum gallery on La Cienega in
the early 70’s, Lane’s was able to show his work in a fine art context at a mid-career stage in his practice.
Lane’s circular clay paintings, most recognizably shown at the Los Angeles City College art gallery in October of 1977 all follow a
similar format in which cut slab rolled circles are fired and mounted onto a white painted board. Some are solid discs of clay in which the
glazes seem to literally react, and create their own preserved Weather Systems—grounds over which malleable graphic compositions are
applied in what appears to be iron oxide.
Other groups of clay paintings are cut into geometrical compositions with the individual pieces glazed separately and then assembled
back into their circular format on the panel. With much brighter and solidly blocked complementary colors—these perhaps later
compositions further evidence the important role that painting played in the work. Whereas the more expressive examples show the
influence of Clyfford Still the patterned and assembled clay paintings echo the shaped canvases of Leon Polk Smith and the blocked
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geometry of Frederick Hamersley and John McLaughlin, West Coast pioneers of hard edge abstraction whose work Lane most likely
would have seen first hand.
It’s interesting that the influence of painting registers as a purely visual, linear and color blocked atmosphere in Lane’s clay paintings, and
quite sobering if we think about the abstract expressionist ceramics movement in Southern California, rife with physical gesture and
texture—“fast and bulbous” to quote Beefheart. There is a formal parallel between Lane’s clay paintings and John Mason’s modular tile
configurations and geometrical sculptures from the past two decades. A radical turn from his early work—these pieces replace expressive
gesture and surface grit with glazed hard edges shapes and lines as a means or visual circulation.
Lane’s quiet compositions seem to direct all their energy inward; they are beautiful compact things to take in, and hard things to describe.
Measured and methodical in their conception, the results are anything but. As objects of our focused looking (and Lane’s focused
making) the circles mounted onto the square boards operate like tactile Mandalas, creating their own radial balance and approximating a
type of spiritual space. There’s a fluid fervor looming in everything Lane produced. Both his weed pots and his ceramic beaded necklaces
seem like their own planetary constellations, and the clay paintings echo this in a pictorial format. The way glaze is fused and covers the
surface of clay is very different to paint, and the way it receives light is also more complicated. Lane envisioned the clay paintings could
be hung outdoors to provide an ever-changing compositional experience for the viewer. Lane’s unique means of putting things together
provides a sophisticated simplicity, and expresses a confidence in form and color to carry the content of a work. The rest is up to us.
Los Angeles May 2014
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Matt Connors speaks with Ricky Swallow (2014 Whitney Biennial, January 2014)
Matt Connors: I was pondering your recent work last night, while making a cup of tea with my sort of ritualized hot-beverage setup
(favorite teakettle, favorite mug), and it got me to thinking about how the body and (its) perception (vision, touch, taste, etc.) can relate to
proportion and material (real or idealized), like how the weight or shape of an object (when held) can determine an emotional reaction or
attachment to it.
I feel like your recent sculptures play with these ideas. For one, you’re taking on actual vessels (cups, vases) and other kinds of very
human-shaped forms that immediately illicit a kind of muscle memory in the viewer’s brain. In a way you are reducing them to pure form
and proportion, radically limiting material and color. Do you feel like you are playing with a kind of semiotics of forms, shapes, and
colors? Especially since most viewers are not able to touch the works, they become almost signs or ciphers . . .
Ricky Swallow: Proportion and a series of reductions seems key; perhaps “abbreviation” is the right term because it proposes a type of
editing of the object, without forfeiting a comprehension of that object. I really like this idea of a viewer’s mental/emotional “muscle
memory” in relation to certain objects. I see my process in part as a means of returning objects, so that the object can assert itself in an
autonomous way, have its own singular logic, yet retain some associations of use or function, and at times historical references. The
subjects themselves arrive riddled with narrative histories and I think remaking the thing that abbreviation, redirects the object into more
formal territory. When a sculpture isn’t working, sometimes it’s falling too heavily on a reference or function. In approaching certain
subjects you have to be aware that you’re a guest, and for me personally there is a predetermined freedom in that, as well as some
responsibility to act/make/behave well.
The material change from cardboard into bronze seems like a way to finalize the form without losing its studio-built logic . . . despite the
industrialized process they go through, they are still rooted in a very personal or individual place. I’m glad, too, that you mentioned color.
It’s still the most stressful thing for me (“I’m new here”), specifically because it can change the associations of the sculptures so much, or,
to take a hit from Robert Morris, increase the “intimacy-producing relations.”
MC: I think this seesawing between visual representations and indications of function, zooming in and out from a concrete sense of scale
to a ridiculous disjointedness, contributes to an overall sense of destabilization—of logic, of form, of narrative even. There’s a certain
sense of authority that one immediately feels when encountering a beautifully made, well-proportioned object, that gets sort of derailed
when its sense of function is contradicted. The result, for me, has a hyperpersonal, sometimes dreamy logic. Do you think this puts you
into some sort of relationship with surrealism?
RS: A useful way for me to think about surrealism is to relax any understanding we have toward an object or subject, to allow for
transformation. I think of the work of Christina Ramberg, Robert Therrien, Konrad Klapheck, Domenico Gnoli, or Roy McMakin, for
example. Each has produced experiential works rooted in a certain amplification of daily materials, forms, and imagery, with a sense of
transformation and peculiar material tightness that I admire—a “dreamy logic,” as you put it.
I started practicing Transcendental Meditation this year, and one of its strangest effects happens when looking at objects as you come out
of the rest period following meditation. For a brief moment you have absolutely no associations with these things. You just see the
structure, form, and color with an accentuated materiality that’s more alien than abstract.
MC: I like the idea of a sustained, defamiliarized focus—it’s telling of the evolution your work has undergone over the years. It seems
like you experienced a moment of permission, allowing barriers between your personal and professional fascinations to disappear. Even
though, for artists, these barriers are pretty amorphous to begin with.
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In the bronzes, I can feel the impulse that we share as obsessed lookers and collectors, a kind of taxonomy of fascinations, all being fed
into the process of making. In a way this permission is also a realization that there are no unworthy avenues for artistic inquiry—the
humorous, the narrative, the surreal, not to mention teacups, pinch pots, chair backs, or kachinas . . . Does this moment of synergy
between private and professional strike a chord at all?
RS: I’m drawn to objects that are rudimentary in form and color, things that “say it simple.” Many of the objects I collect have either been
made with a type of material economy related to the maker’s familiarity with the form through a repetitious practice, say a potter’s, or due
to a reliance on limited materials and palette, as in earlier Navajo and Pueblo jewelry. The aesthetic produced by such conditions, the
authenticity and magic of the forms, is awesome, and so is their energy. Functional items of ritual—used for ceremony, healing, sitting,
drinking—appear so free of any prescribed ego or extraneous design.
Occasionally there’s a sculpture I can see coming out of a specific form at home. This black flag relief I’m working on relates to a Tobia
and Afra Scarpa brass sconce in our entrance—its curve, the way it hugs the wall with grace and weight equally. The first vessels I cast
from collated pieces of cardboard into bronze were literally formed around cups, bottles, and crucible forms I had collected. The patinas
I’ve developed often approximate a ceramic glaze I like or the pigmented quality of mineral paint evident in Native American artifacts,
specifically Hopi.
Collecting things is a habit, and making things is another, and I treat them as equally instructive rituals. I really believe in learning an
object: its identifiable characteristics, provenance, and chronology, especially via dialogue with those more familiar with the material.
Within the crowd of veteran vendors at flea markets and Native American antique shows, which I frequent, there’s a generosity of
information buzzing around. The history behind these artifacts often goes unrecorded, so there’s a constant reassessment of physical
characteristics, an obsessive object-reading.
MC: I see this transparency in your bronzes, revealing a process and materiality, as a kind of generosity, similar to what you referred to in
communities defined by their elective affinities (which ideally would be true among artists and art audiences, right?). It makes these
pieces really legible, referring to objects or functions in the physical world. But at the same time they are quite mysterious and incredibly
fluid. How do you think such a determined clarity leads to the undefined, multivalent presence of the finished pieces? Do you think your
work gains mysterious steam, so to speak, from reading the pieces over time, or as sequences in an exhibition constructing their own
formal vocabulary or grammar? Or do you think “ours is not to wonder why”?
RS: I always aim for clarity in the sculptures, but never a clarity that could occlude any subjective “walkabout” the object could take. So
much of the success of any work is intuitive, it’s exciting when improvised behavior produces a form that can be further developed into a
sculpture or series. I hope there is a developing formal vocabulary to what I do, and as far as gaining “mysterious steam,” who could hope
for more, right? I really dig it when someone responds to the work in a way outside of my own logic, or makes a connection to another
artist’s work or tradition of objects I’d never considered.
I like this line from the psychotherapist Adam Phillips: “We are always too daunted by who we are.” I think by making things, making
art, you get to offer something that’s so connected to yourself, yet ultimately has the capacity to form an identity beyond your control.

Ricky Swallow, b. 1974, San Remo, Australia. Lives and works in Los Angeles.
Matt Connors, b. 1973, Chicago. Lives and works In New York and Los Angeles.
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Cardboard Age by Michael Ned Holte (Ricky Swallow: Bronzes, June 2013)
A tall, bone-white candle with a matching white flame; a black top hat doubling as a spouted pot; a red pipe issuing smoke in the shape of
a French curve; a turquoise vessel, patchworked and porous: all visual conundrums assembled from corrugated cardboard sheets and
shipping tubes in varying sizes, then cast in bronze and patinated to arrive at compact but densely-layered objects Ricky Swallow has
referred to as “bootlegs.” The term implies duplicitous behaviour, and indeed, the artist’s recent sculptures in bronze eagerly await
viewers with complex interplay between the second and third dimensions, sly allusions art historical and otherwise, and other sleights of
hand: Sometimes, as Magritte emphasised, a pipe is not actually a pipe.
Despite the presumptive historical references – the Deco-ish curves of a yellow “lamp,” for example, or the “candle” that inevitably
recalls one of Richter’s Kerzen – these bootlegs are not appropriations, but approximations. And for a material as reliably stable as
bronze, Swallow’s bootlegs are remarkably unreliable proxies for originals that may have never existed. Material misapprehension has
always been central to Swallow’s concerns, regardless of material. In his near-hallucinatory wood sculptures, which comprised most of
his output from 2002 to 2009, blocks of limewood or jelutong were intricately carved to imitate the forms and surfaces of a diverse range
of substances – animal, mineral, and vegetable – and often in startling juxtaposition. The artist’s transition from wood to bronze was
largely pragmatic and gradual, with the earliest bronzes, including a trio of balloons covered with barnacles, following closely from the
logic of the wood works.
However, a significant shift in his work occurred circa 2008 when cardboard was introduced into the process with a punctured archer’s
target found by the artist – a readymade that he cast in bronze and titled Bowman’s record. A commonplace but versatile material,
cardboard is as important to the resulting bronze sculptures as is the bronze, weird as that may sound. In an ongoing series of targets (each
is titled “Plate” and numbered), the transition from cardboard to bronze exemplifies the makeshift quality of the former, which also
provides each work with a readymade texture and detail – representing a significant shift from the artist’s fastidious (and labourious)
fabrication of detail and texture in the earlier wood sculptures.
Casting also affords the artist an opportunity to produce individual sculptures in multiple, but many of Swallow’s bronzes (including
each“Plate”) are in fact unique objects, with the cardboard originals lost in the process – “burnouts,” in the jargon of the foundry – though
the textural quality of cardboard is maintained. These cast bronze sculptures activate a complex exchange between endurance and
ephemerality, between past and present – and, presumably, the future.
The artist also repurposed fragments and scraps of the tattered targets to form patchworked cups, jugs, and crucibles: Literally, none of
these “utilitarian” vessels, cast in bronze, holds water. In their archetypal simplicity of form and seeming fragility, these vessels suggest
antiquity – occasionally emphasised with a blue or turquoise patina – and reveal the artist’s extensive working knowledge of the
vernacular traditions of folk pottery as well as design objects. Field Crucible (Turquoise), 2010, indirectly calls attention to the process of
casting – specifically, to the vessel that holds bronze ingots as they are heated to the melting point, with the crucible and liquid metal
glowing orange. At the foundry, on an industrial stretch in Burbank, California, Swallow notes the homely charms of several of these
silicate objects, encrusted with evidence of daily use – not to mention a sculptural appeal he likens to a crater-glazed pot by Gertrude and
Otto Natzler.
If you have occasion to lift one, you’ll find that Swallow’s bronzes are heavier than they look – in large part because they immediately
read as cardboard or, more specifically, painted cardboard, with the familiar rhythm of corrugation or the coiling seamline of a shipping
tube left plainly intact. “Cardboard” is a lay term apparently dating to the end of the 17th Century and generically referring to a wide
variety of industrial products made from densely compressed paper pulp. As art material, cardboard entered the picture relatively late and
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is closely associated with the development of Cubist collage and sculpture, with Picasso’s Maquette for Guitar, 1912, as apogee. This
assemblage is strung as if an actual instrument, with its strings leading to a sound hole constructed from a cardboard cylinder – an
important precedent, one can safely assume, for the younger artist’s use of the shipping tube. Not coincidentally, Swallow’s bronze
Reclining Guitar with Dials and Retired Instrument (Yellow) – the latter recalling Man Ray’s Gift, 1921, as much as Picasso’s guitar –
arrived exactly a century later.
But art history is a point of entry, rather than a landing. In the modernist paradigm, collage and assemblage afforded the potential for
radical material juxtaposition; for Swallow, a material (wood, cardboard, bronze) acts a unifying agent for abutting unlikely pairings of
objects (barnacle to skull, hammer to guitar body) in order to arrive at a new sculptural presence that transcends the sum of parts.1 In
Swallow’s bronzes, cardboard provides continuity, but also versatility. In its everyday plenitude it offers the prospect of modular play and
scalability – witness, for example, the stepped, matryoshka doll-like scaling of Staggered Hats (Soot), 2011.2 If evidence of weighty
bronze is skilfully hidden in these works (or lightened, visually), their cardboard origins are in plain sight, present in their absence.
——
In his earlier carved wood sculptures, the human skull played a significant recurring role, positioned in unexpected, provocative
juxtaposition with familiar objects – stuffed into a beanbag chair, or swaddled in a folded sheet of paper, or besieged by barnacles. In his
transition from wood to bronze, the skull has all but disappeared. The clock – a haunting figure of time, in its relentlessness – might now
be said to stand in its place, and unnervingly, these clocks are “faceless,” too.
Still, the figure is constantly conjured in Swallow’s bronzes, most often via metonymic signs: hats, masks, a splayed book, a pipe issuing
“smoke,” cups and other vessels – a world of objects, all calling attention to utility and, hence, the absent body of the user. Many of these
sculptures are full-scale, which is to say scaled to the human body, and particularly to the hands, offering haptic points of entry for a
viewer.3 “There is something so simple and ritualistic to the making of the sculptures, and they often refer to forms of personal ritual, or
portable activities,” notes the artist on the intimate scale of these works. “The lamps, for example, are scaled to personal reading lamps as
opposed to a room lamp, the jugs imply a kind of pouring oneself, drinking oneself, or handling... the small clock being an alarm clock, to
alert-awake oneself.”4
At this scale, each of Swallow’s bronzes seems to address – isolate – an individual viewer. In Magnifying Glass with Pipe, 2011, a lens
appears to magnify the red tube on the other side of it when viewed frontally; viewed from the side, the illusion crumbles quickly when it
becomes clear that the “magnification” results from the use of a thicker tube. The simple effectiveness of the trick recalls Roy
Lichtenstein’s 1963 canvas Magnifying Glass, which takes advantage of two sizes of Ben-Day dots. (And perhaps I should add that
Lichtenstein’s painting is black and white, whereas Swallow’s Magnifying Glass, with its red “pipe,” marks a relatively dramatic shift to
applied colour for an artist previously given to sculpture expressing only the inherent “colour” of a given material.) Both works call
attention to the viewer, exacerbating the act of looking. Binder with Magnifying Glass, 2011, works according to the same principle, with
two sizes of binder rings fashioned from cardboard.
More recently, a series of pedestal-based figures have emerged, assembled from “castoffs” used in other sculptures (top hats, the
magnifying glass, French curves) along with sections and scraps of otherwise unaltered paper tubes. The artist has referred to these as
sculptures of figures, rather than figurative sculptures, and the difference is more profound than it might sound. Swallow’s bronzes veer
ever so slightly toward abstraction without quite crossing that imaginary categorical boundary: A “figure” that is obvious from one angle
suddenly collapses into a precarious jumble of parts from others. With the reduced scale of these figures, the viewer’s body is not
reflected, yet it is – we are – still implicated, as with the magnifying glasses or cups. The fragments of these figures, maquette- like
“studies,” seem barely held together, provisional, as if we might easily reach in and rearrange the parts.
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——
Circa 2010, Swallow moved into a house in Laurel Canyon, and the gradual renovation and furnishing of the residence became, by all
appearances to those familiar with the process, a full-time occupation. The artist is a diligent, studious, and perhaps obsessed, collector of
objects – chairs by Hans Wegner and Walter Lamb; light fixtures by Alvar Aalto; weed pots by Doyle Lane; dusting brushes by Carl
Auböck; turquoise inlay jewelry by Zuni metalsmiths; hand carved bird decoys; a pair of paintings by friend Richard Aldrich, and so on.5
The continual circulation of these objects, both physically and virtually, undoubtedly informs not only the artist’s domestic realm but also
the development of sculptures in the studio. But beyond an obvious and overwhelming attention to detail, from (mere) fastidiousness to
“wizardry” (a term of respect), it would be difficult to immediately put one’s finger on exactly how the inlay on a Zuni bolo tie or a
glazed ceramic snake made by a blind artist finds its way into one of Swallow’s sculptures – if it indeed does. On the other hand, a found
candelabra constructed from modified cattle branding irons – loosely resembling a David Smith sculpture, intentionally or not – might
have a more obvious influence on the artist’s own genetic coding.
Likewise, Swallow has confided that his bronze patinas tend to follow these bootlegging instincts, whether approximating the “dull
manganese blacks of Hans Coper” or the “whites of these Aalto sconces we have – it’s a white that seems warmed up by years of light or
dried out- brittle-matte.”6 The introduction of colour, usually as a monochromatic patina arriving at the end the process, is crucial to the
success of these bronze sculptures. Whether bone white, deep cadmium yellow, or “antique” turquoise, colour not only completes each
work but activates and structures the whole bootlegging enterprise: Swallow’s patinas are alchemical disguises, transforming bronze back
to cardboard or even suspending a sculpture ambiguously between such definitive categories.
The full transition from to bronzes from “woods” also coincides with a shift in working methodology entirely appropriate to the medium
in question. If Swallow’s wood sculptures represent a slow and steady realisation of a predetermined form – say, a prone backpack,
emerging from a block of jelutong wood through labourious carving and filing – his bronzes reflect a process closer to the speed of
thinking: an additive, accumulative process, hinting at trial and error. While there is still plenty of work that goes into each bronze, the
labour happens in fits and starts rather than as a sustained hum. In multitasking, sculptures often emerge simultaneously, evidenced by
fragments and details migrating from one sculpture to another – not unlike Wegner chairs, Aalto lamps, Navajo blankets, books, records,
and Inuit figurines ceaselessly circulating around the Laurel Canyon house. See, for example, Standing Figure W/ Pockets & Buttons,
2011, with its negative space of a French curve in a scrap of cardboard, deployed as a female figure’s flowing hair, or the cardboard rings
of comb binding that reappear, somewhat incongruously, to bridge to folded planes in the otherwise abstract Binder Form (turquoise),
2012.
Exactingly composed, these sculptures often imply a similar temporal (and stylistic) multiplicity – each a circuitous journey from one
time to another. When visiting a museum I am similarly reminded of the coexistence of multiple temporal realities. Not the contemporary
art museum or modern museum but the comprehensive museum – the musée imaginaire – where a room of ancient Korean pottery gives
way to Arts and Crafts furniture which sits unexpectedly across the hall from a gallery of still-fresh photorealist paintings, and so on. The
flea markets Swallow haunts are surely just another kind of “museum without walls.”7
?——
“What is done is done,” Dorian Gray tells Basil Hallward, referring to the mysterious death of actress Sibyl Vane.
“What is past is past.” The incredulous artist replies to his unaging muse, “You call yesterday the past?”
That question, divorced from its context in Oscar Wilde’s gothic novel, becomes the subject of Swallow’s wall-mounted Font Study,
2011, which deploys the text in four lines of rounded “type” fashioned from sections of whole and split cardboard tubes, all in white:
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YOU CALL
YESTERDAY
THE PAST?
The text seemingly marks an unexpected appearance of language in the artist’s sculptural work, though for some close observers of the
artist’s broader output the arcing typography of Font Study surely echoes the bronze house numbers (“2461”) Swallow designed for his
Laurel Canyon house, by “freewheeling” dowels of red wax and casting the numbers in bronze. Of course the temporal theme borrowed
from The Picture of Dorian Gray fits perfectly alongside clocks, lit candles, and dapper accoutrements of a bygone era: A small top hat
hangs from a hyphen projecting from the “R” in the second line. The aging portrait of an eternally young Dorian Gray will likely unnerve
any artist eager to create timeless works of art.
The relentless work of time is a consistent refrain in Swallow’s sculpture, particularly as the artist transforms ephemeral cardboard into
the timeless bronze, and comingles past and present: A patina is the visible effect of time, as in aging or weathering, but also the chemical
reaction used on bronze and other metals to simulate the visible effect of time – a surface treatment that exists on the surface and
somewhat below it, too.
The labour involved in realising Swallow’s carved wood sculptures is so immediately apparent – perhaps even hyperbolic – I have
wondered if the amount of work invested in the more recent bronzes has become practically invisible. After a trip to the bronze foundry,
where the artist maintains a dedicated workstation dubbed the Swallow’s Nest, I have no doubt there’s plenty of work to be done, though
much of the “heavy lifting” has become sublimated in the resulting objects. In fact, I’ve become convinced that Swallow is never not
working, which is to say the swirl of his activity – from the foundry to the studio, from late night eBay scrolling to predawn flea market
cruising – is, indeed, all work. When I reluctantly advanced the term “tinkering,” a word I can relate to one but some might shun,
Swallow replied, “I think part of being a tinkerer is that there is never a true resolution or end to any prescribed activities – activities
produce more activities, collecting produces more collecting...”
“I think I’ve always had a very restless energy – even distracted disposition whilst at the same time being very obsessive about making
things and learning about how to make things... When I say there is never any resolution in tinkering, I mean the very nature of it requires
you can’t leave anything alone – there is always room for tweaking-improving.” 8
A year ago or so, Swallow recommended to me a book by Donald Hall titled Life Work, which is part memoir, part instruction manual –
and in total, a meditation on life and death. 9 In it, Hall humbly notes the obvious: “There is only one long term project.”
——
1

Elsewhere I’ve noted a parallel in Swallow’s sculptures to the music of John Fahey, where a solo guitar performance, in that musician’s
inimitable finger-picking style, unifies diverse compositional elements—Kentucky bluegrass, military waltzes, Gregorian chants, and so
on—with no regard to supposed hierarchies. See my text “The Grit and the Oyster,” in Ricky Swallow: The Bricoleur, edited by Alex
Baker (Melbourne: National Gallery of Victoria, 2009).
2

In this sense, Swallow’s use of cardboard also recalls his use of readymade PVC pipe and other plastic modules, circa 2000.

3

Here, I am indebted to Michael Fried’s understanding of the way readymade handles function in Anthony Caro’s tabletop sculptures,
which might represent an important precedent for Swallow’s pedestal-based sculptures. See “Caro’s Abstractness” and “Anthony Caro’s
Table Sculptures, 1966-77,” both in Fried, Art and Objecthood (University of Chicago Press, 1988). The artist also called my attention to
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his interest in Californian artists such as Ken Price, Ron Nagle,Vincent Fecteau working at a more intimate scale, which provided various
models and even tacit approval for the scale Swallow’s own bronzes. “Working within the scale that I have the past few years is also a
type of reaction... almost consciously, to distance the work from L.A. big boy sculpture—where surface and decisions can seems
overlooked or allowed to become more generalized.” Email to the author, September 10, 2012.
4

Email to the author, August 10, 2012.

5

Swallow’s interest in objects is often closely tied to their maker, and in this sense his collecting doubles as a kind of scholarly project,
invested in individual artists developing bodies of work over time—often including artists who are anonymous or“flying under the radar.”
One important example of the latter is Doyle Lane (1925-2002), an African-American ceramicist working in Los Angeles from the
mid-1950s through the 1980s, known for his colourfully glazed “weed pots” and tile constellations he referred to as“clay paintings.”
6

Email to the author, July 17, 2012. Swallow also notes, “I think the traditional turquoise patina also came out of looking at early Aalto
Paimio-era furniture, Walter Lamb, and ahem, well, turquoise bolos! The yellow, or brighter colours—reds, blues—I can say were most
likely triggered by a kind of continual surface envy I have for the ceramics (especially the weed pots) of Doyle Lane.”
7

I am referring to André Malraux’s notion of the Musée Imaginaire, sometimes translated as “museum without walls.” See Malraux, The
Voices of Silence, translated by Stuart Gilbert (Princeton University Press, 1978).
8

Email to the author, July 18, 2012.

9

See Donald Hall, Life Work (Beacon Press, 2003).
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Introduction by Ricky Swallow (Grapevine~ Magdalena Suarez Frimkess, Michael
Frimkess, John Mason, Ron Nagle, Peter Shire, June 2013)
GRAPEVINE~ was conceived as way of exhibiting a group of artists who have all worked in clay, in California, for more than
40 years. Throughout that time these artists have always sought to contradict the limitations of the medium in terms of its
craft parameters. It might sound obvious, but there is something about this work brewing on the West Coast. I can’t imagine it
surfacing anywhere else with its strangeness paired with such dedication to finish and quality. The show is intended to reflect
a fan’s perspective rather than an exhaustive attempt to chronicle the history of the ceramics movement in California, as the
Pacific Standard Time exhibitions recently performed this function perfectly.
It’s revealing to consider the works on view in light of the current state of ceramics in the contemporary art world.
Though clay is drawing new attention among younger artists, these ‘visitors,’ as one ceramics elder described them to me,
seem to be focused on bringing out the medium’s malleable qualities. Meanwhile the ‘permanent residents’ are very much
still exceeding themselves in the studio, their contributions deserving of a renewed focus. The specific agendas put forward
by publications like Craft Horizons in the 1960s and 1970s, calling for the pro motion of new directions in ceramics, could
today seem like a fence, limiting any cross-pollination between craft and contemporary practices. The work in GRAPEVINE~,
much of it created during the extended ‘lost weekend’ the medium experienced over the previous decades, resonates more
than ever right now as a retroactive influence.
Historically the very nature of the ceramic medium implies the tradition of setting up a studio (or pottery), building the
appropriate kilns, and constantly per forming glaze and clay body tests in order to attain the desired effect. To me, this
romantic (some might say dated) discipline is the thing that separates the work of the permanent residents from that of the
visitors. For instance, John Mason still mixes his own clay body in an archaic industrial bread mixer, and Michael Frimkess
develops latex gloves with stainless steel fingernails in order to throw his large vessels to the desired thinness. This rigor
results in specific families of forms that can be identified throughout each artist’s body of work—in many cases recur ring
motifs span decades of object-making—and a sense of serious play is always checked by technical discipline. With Mason,
for example, we see the ‘X’ motif evolve from an applied compositional graphic on early vessels, through to the monolithic
form of Red X (1966), and then into a more spatially open plan in his slab-built geometric crosses and orbs of recent years,
which function as turnstiles directing space, cycling back to the rotational roots of pottery.
Perhaps even more surprising is the range of cultural information that makes appearances in so many different
ways: I’m thinking about how art deco, custom car culture and vernacular architecture inform Peter Shire and Ron Nagle’s
work; how popular staples of American comic imagery adorn the classic ally-inflected pots of Michael Frimkess and
Magdalena Suarez Frimkess; or the way Mason’s work has such a Jet Propulsion Laboratory-engineered vibe. The more
familiar gestural ‘abstract expressionist’ style of the 1950s and 1960s, which for many defines ceramics-based work from
California, is only a small part of the story. In subsequent decades these artists found their own specific languages, a natural
evolution as the medium was applied toward more purely sculptural ends and technical developments expanded possibilities.
At the same time, they were crossing paths in studios and universities, influencing each other and the course of the ceramics
movement at large. For instance, Nagle was in San Francisco paying close attention to the gang surrounding Peter Voulkos
(who is represented in the exhibition by a small work gifted to Mason during their time as studio mates); this gang eventually
became the group of ceramicists associated with Ferus Gallery here in Los Angeles, though I was surprised to learn how
influential Michael Frimkess’ early works were for Nagle at the time.
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Revered by other artists working with clay, Frimkess never received the same ongoing exposure as Ken Price, Billy
Al Bengston and Mason, who were his peers studying under Voulkos in the mid 1950s at the Los Angeles County Art
Institute (later Otis College of Art and Design). Whilst Frimkess, or ‘Frim’ as he was known back then, would describe himself
as a ‘bonafide kook’ in his formative years, Mason recalls him possessing an uncanny ability on the potter’s wheel from the
day he arrived in Voulkos’ class. (He had requested entry in the class after receiving the vision of a perfect pot being thrown
during a peyote trip.) Michael’s paper-thin pots are thrown from hard clay without water and high fired in just under an hour.
In solo pieces from the late 1960s and 1970s, scenes of satire, American family values and race politics are depicted in a
cartoon narrative format, played out around the con tours of the pots.
Though Magdalena Suarez Frimkess came from a sculpture background, studied in Chile, and never trained formally
as a potter, her indifference to her talents, and her incidental predicament within the medium, are refreshing. She began by
working collaboratively, glazing Michael’s pots from the time they met in the early 1960s in New York, before starting to make
her own sculptures and hand-formed pots in 1970. Arriving a few thousand years after the Greek and Chinese vessels they
resemble, and a few decades before the pictorial pots of Grayson Perry, these objects occupy a place between many genres
and continue a rich tradition of narrative storytelling through pottery. In doing so they collapse any rational expectation
between the pot’s form and its glazed design; in one pot, Dizzy Gillespie is paired with the repeated font for the stomach
medication Tagamet, and Disney characters pose alongside Magdalena’s own family members in another.
Peter Shire, some years younger than the others in the show, was also a keen observer, later becoming friends with
Nagle and Mason —it was Peter who first introduced me to John. Interestingly, there was already an existing connection
between Shire and Frimkess, as their fathers were acquainted through labor unions in Los Angeles in the 1940s and 1950s,
and both artists were raised in creative households infused with progressive politics, modernism, and craftsmanship. Since
the mid-70s his brightly colored, blocked-assembled vessels and abstracted teapots have allowed him to funnel an
encyclopedic passion for design from every angle: automotive, Bauhaus, and Russian Constructivist aesthetics all inform his
own mediations of functional domestic forms.
Furthermore, one can perhaps trace connections between Shire’s Memphis-associated work and the moment when
Nagle’s earliest, more malleable cup variations gave way to a pre-Memphis form of architecture. (To fully appreciate the
extremity of both Shire’s and Nagle’s aesthetic is to locate its influence—and humor—in the experimental forms of American
potter George Ohr [1857–1918]. ‘The Mad Potter of Biloxi’ had the weirdness dialed in 70 years before the public was ready
to receive it.) More recently Nagle’s work has featured stucco-like, spongy, ikebana-core tableaux, and ‘archimetric’
structures made with a model maker’s precision; parts are shaped, adjusted and fitted together, and glazed with multiple
firings to wizardly effect. Indeed, they are ‘things’ that have an abstract pulse, a distilled temperament, asserting themselves
with an authority beyond their scale.
The fastidious steps behind all of the works in GRAPEVINE~ remain available to the viewer as tight information, yet
always with enough variation and nuance to locate them within the studio environment as opposed to more familiar traits of
outsourced fabrication. The formal training of a potter (a skill which is now weeded out of the few ceramics programs still in
place) is visible in all of this work: proportion, the lift provided by a well-trimmed foot, and the energy and circulation of the
clay itself are still defining factors.
For the most part all included works have come directly from the artists, and I am grateful to have been allowed such
a degree of physical searching and selecting during studio visits. The privilege of this access has both shaped the show in a
very tactile and subjective manner, and allowed a greater understanding of the historic, technical, and conceptual conditions
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that inform each artist’s work.
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A Replacement of Its Former Self by Christopher Bedford (Lesley Vance & Ricky Swallow
at the Huntington, November 2012)
In 1950 and then again in 1951, David Smith received a John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowship, an award that
permitted the artist to set aside, at least temporarily, his teaching responsibilities and commit himself unfettered to the studio.
Unsurprisingly, those years proved productive for Smith, yielding at least three enduring masterpieces: Australia (1951), Hudson River
Landscape (1951), and The Letter (1950). Variously interpreted as a series of deliberately unintelligible glyphs, a plea to an exlover, a
transcription of the famous letter in James Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake, and a note to his mother about Ohio, The Letter is above all and
most vitally a translation of one thing into another. The Letter is made intelligible as such by an inscription and a salutation that bracket a
body of text made up of what Smith called “object symbols.”1 Yet everything Smith achieves in the work turns the traditional function of
the letter on its head: the weightlessness of paper is given the heft and rigidity of steel, its fundamental portability nullified, the object
tethered to the earth by a base; the letter’s opening salutation is reduced to an abstract squiggle in space; and the body of the text does not
communicate via a shared language, but dumbfounds with a succession of hermetic symbols known only to the author. The only element
that can be easily understood as content is the signature, and not because the words are easily read, but because Smith’s autographic mark
is eminently recognizable as an image (or brand), making language, in turn, irrelevant. Smith, then, takes a form—the letter—with a
standard cultural application defined by language, and denies that conventional utility, making it function only as an image to be looked
at.
That the Australian-born sculptor Ricky Swallow would feel a kinship with David Smith and with The Letter in particular should come as no surprise to anyone
familiar with the former’s work. Consider the following quotes, the first from Swallow and the second from Smith:
Growing up around a more working-class environment, the closest things to sculpture I was exposed to were the crafts related to the fishing profession my father was
involved in—cray pots (lobster baskets) made from tea tree limbs, lead net weights poured into molds in our yard, or my father’s welded cube structures for storing ropes . . .
there was always this anxious necessity to keep oneself occupied . . . So I went off to art school with a fairly limited understanding of what constitutes being an artist, yet this
observed daily ritual of work—of stubborn traditions followed and rudimentary materials employed—was something I adopted myself and I still believe in those basic
principles . . . “hands out of pockets!” as my father would say.2
The mystic modeling clay in only Ohio mud, the tools are at hand in garages and factories. Casting can be achieved in almost every town. Visions are from the imaginative
mind, sculpture can come from the found discards in nature, from sticks and stones and parts and pieces, assembled or monolithic, solid form, open form, lines of form, or,
like a painting, the illusion of form.3

Both artists point resolutely to a philosophy of making that is grounded practically and ideologically in the labor activities of the working class, and to the materials,
objects, tools, and processes of that world as the literal genesis of their efforts to forge a new world of images, a world of and about the one we all occupy. Smith
believed that work begets work, and Swallow shares that conviction. But while both artists champion the notion of a laboring class, and count themselves as workers,
their respective stagings of that position are somewhat different. As a practicing artist, Smith’s relationship to the working class ideal was intentionally indexical,
hinging on a set of processes and materials that related directly to the physical work done by men in foundries and factories, men with whom he felt a deep affinity.
That Swallow shares Smith’s investment in the virtues and value of work is clear, but his materials and processes do not parallel the labor performed by working men
in the same way. Instead, the link back to “common people and common things” is actuated on the level of imagery, or as Swallow notes, “ritual” acts and objects
familiar and accessible to all.
Take, for instance, Swallow’s interest in domestic subjects, particularly vessels. Stacking Cup/Tapered (Bone), 2011, is a modest object, measuring 4 1⁄4 × 5 1⁄4 × 4
1⁄4 inches—domestically scaled, one might say—cast in bronze and then patinated, in an edition of three with one artist’s proof. Like many of his most recent vessels,
the object is sketched from memory using a flexible system of cardboard and tape, its form continually embellished and improvised to eventually yield a splintered
vision of its former self. Once cast and patinated—this one a soft, matte white—the surface of the object faithfully captures its deliberately rough means of
construction; the imperfect joins in the cardboard and folds in the tape mark out a peculiar kind of facture that has become Swallow’s signature. Quite clearly, then,
neither mimesis nor trompel’oeil are of interest to the artist. His effort isn’t to faithfully reproduce a likeness, but to denote the process of thinking and working from
the quotidian to the quietly extraordinary; from the observed world, to something other. The central principle at work here is the same one that governs Smith’s The
Letter, namely translation: the process by which the artist makes of the familiar and useful, an object that is markedly neither.
While Smith relied on his processes and materials to tether his work to the working milieu that was his intended point of reference, Swallow’s approach to the same
idea is, as we’ve already seen, more oblique and less specific. He gravitates to objects defined by what he calls an air of “collective ownership,” their utter familiarity
as things in the world making them particularly effective as blank canvases for the imposition of new meaning.4 Though workingclass ethics, craft, and tools may be
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his point of reference, his objects signify more democratically than that, being everyday and common in the broadest sense. As a result, perhaps, Swallow’s work
exerts a magnetism that seems disproportionate to his choice of subject matter; one might even say that his sculptures should not be as interesting as they are! Single
Pot with Lid (Bone/Soot), 2011, could be a teapot or a shrunken watering can—old, discarded, or hurriedly fixed up to extend its life just a little. But the pot and the
lid, both cast in bronze with a delicate white patina, sit atop two bronze pedestals cast from sawn wooden blocks, signifying immediately their status as objects to be
looked at. As a still life, Single Pot with Lid (Bone/Soot) conforms to the basic conventions of the genre in that it proposes the forthrightly mundane as an object for
contemplation. But this sculpture, like much of Swallow’s work, scrupulously avoids the laden symbolism associated with the highest achievements of the genre. His
assemblies do not, for instance, follow in the footsteps of Netherlandish vanitas painting of the sixteenth and seventeenth century, or the Renaissance memento mori
tradition, and nor, for that matter, does he appear interested in advancing the radical formal experiments enacted on the genre during the artistic ferment of the early
twentieth century. If Swallow has a kinsman within the ranks of the stilllife tradition, that person might be the Italian painter Giorgio Morandi, who, like Swallow,
returned again and again to the same subjects, but even this comparison, while formally apposite, lacks any deeper logic.
Single Pot with Lid (Bone/Soot), and many other works like it, command one’s total attention not because they are allegorical, represent a self-evidently important
subject, advance a wildly radical formal agenda, are pointedly topical or political, or trade in the easy appeal of modernday spectacle. Rather, they embody the
possibility—modestly and simply— of pure invention: a message made all the more accessible, direct, and resonant because Swallow performs his transformations on
the most commonplace objects, objects available and used by each of us daily. When he reimagines the form of a lamp in Table Lamp Study (Cadmium Yellow),
2011—casting his cardboard invention in bronze, and finishing the composition in yellow—the resultant proposition is remarkable precisely because Swallow wrings
the elusively new from the familiar with the opposite of extravagance. The same applies to the aforementioned Single Pot with Lid (Bone/Soot). Perched atop their
diminutive black monoliths, the two components are quiet and unassuming in their scale and subject; yet in the curiousness of their construction and in their subtly
orchestrated flirtation with familiarity and utility, they achieve the same autonomy as objects that Smith achieved so memorably with The Letter. If one of Smith’s
objectives was to parlay the life, ethics, and materials of the working man into the basis for a life in art, then Swallow’s still-evolving practice might be understood as a
comparable effort to demystify artmaking—to strip it of its hermeticism and specialization—and argue through his own subjects and working processes that everyday
contexts and the most incidental objects can be the basis for a compelling idea; in other words, to make aesthetic ideas seamless with the common world in a very
concrete sense.
Ricky Swallow builds himself into the material world through this method of translation, complicating common objects through his labor, inscribing in them a new
order of meaning that has everything to do with his eye, mind, and hand, and little to do with the object’s former outward signification. What they were made for is
now immaterial; what matters now is how they were made and that they demand a new kind of attention. The artist himself notes: “this economy of labor and materials
toward something that’s a translation of a traditional object, a replacement of its former self, is something I love.”5 As Swallow works to further populate his world of
former selves, the force of his ideas and the reach of his vision into our world become more and more apparent.

1 David Smith, quoted in David Smith: A Centennial, ed. Carmen Giménez (New York: The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, 2006), 404.
2 Ricky Swallow, e-mail message to the author, March 12, 2012.
3 David Smith, “Tradition and Identity,” transcript of a speech given on April 17, 1959, at Ohio University in Athens, Ohio, which Smith attended for a year in 1924–25, http://www.davidsmithestate.org/statements.html.
4 Ricky Swallow, “500 Words,” Artforum, Jan. 30, 2011, http://artforum.com/words /id=27455.
5 Swallow, “500 Words.”
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500 Words by Ricky Swallow (Artforum.com, February 2011)
Ricky Swallow’s second solo exhibition at Modern Art, London, features a new body of cast bronze objects created from archery targets the
artist found in Los Angeles, where he lives. Presented on plinths and installed on the wall, these works synthesize various references from art
history, from British ceramics to California modernism. Here, Swallow discusses his approach to creating the show and his new processes in
the studio.
COLLECTING OBJECTS––such as modern ceramics, Native American pottery, baskets, and Inuit carvings––and arranging them in
different rooms in our home has, for some time, run parallel to my art practice. For this show, I wanted to capture that sense of vitality––how
collecting has affected my studio logic and the forms of the pieces themselves. There’s a quote I like by Ken Price where he talks about
working with the cup as a form, and the ways in which it presents formal restrictions that create a structure to work within. He also speaks
about the objects’ universal quality, how the cup can exist as its own subject matter. That really articulated and echoed some of the concerns
I had when I began constructing the vessels, bottles, bowls, cups, and jugs that the other sculptures in this show evolved from. There’s a
collective ownership and understanding that one brings to such recognizable forms.
I’ve also been thinking about the individual and handmade aspects of my work. This has led to a concern for the pacing of each exhibition.
When I was planning this show, I knew that I didn’t want there to be much in the viewer’s peripheral vision. It needed to have the kind of
breathing room that is there when I actually make each sculpture, even though in the studio environment everything looks kind of crazy and
cramped. In the gallery there is that space––that ratio of intimacy of construction and experience that is important to me.
In my wooden sculptures, all of the gestures of composition happened in the very early stages of each piece, I would settle on a subject and
then transcribe it in wood. Carving is such a measured act; it’s the process of removing information in order to gain a form. With the new
works, however, it has been a very additive practice of constructing forms, with more room for improvisation. What I was missing in my
previous studio habits, or what I needed now, was a daily routine in which constructing pieces from materials at hand could inform new
sculptures and lead to different sets and groupings of works. The idea of a cumulative process for me relates to both a collector’s logic and
the kind of studio pottery production where the sequence and subtle variation in pieces produce unexpected combinations. I’ve always been
drawn to artists who are prolific while working with an economy of subject, materials, and scale where constant tweaking and rearranging of
their established language becomes the most important tool; Lucie Rie, Hans Coper, and Giorgio Morandi are perfect examples.
There’s an archery range adjacent to where we walk our dog in LA, and that’s where I first found the cardboard targets, which the archers
often leave on the hay bales after practice. I’ve been collecting the targets there for two years now; I feel like one of those weird guys
scouting the beach with a metal detector trying to find something of value after people depart. The targets are often in various states of
decomposition (and pierced differently based on the experience of the archer). Bringing them into the studio marked the first time I had
incorporated a readymade form into my work. And there’s been a weird sort of liberation in that––the fact that they are made, composed, and
created by someone else and then collected and recast by me. There was an intuitive transition of treating the targets like a base material, in
the same way that I had treated wood or clay in the past. My work has always essentially been about translation, passing a subject through
various processes on the way to a fixed or permanent state, with each different material influencing the creation of new forms.
I’ve been spending time in the flea markets here, looking at “make-do’s.” Make-do’s are antiques that have been creatively repaired or
adapted––given an extended life rather than being discarded. I’m also interested in these other folk art forms––mosaic vessels, and furniture
that has been clad in tile from
broken pieces of other ceramic objects. Again, this economy of labor and materials toward something that’s a translation of a traditional
object, a replacement of its former self, is something I love.
I took a bunch of photographs of these objects for reference, thinking that there was something in that tradition of gleaning one form from
other disassembled forms that I could use. So I made the jugs, which are constructed in the studio from cut-up pieces of the targets and other
cardboard. It’s interesting to begin with this material that already has a history, the punctured surface providing a sort of vulnerability
(rendering the sculptures functionally obsolete from the outset). I wanted to make something that was more structurally sound and permanent
out of these pieces and decided to cast in bronze. The patina of the bronze is an important element––it can dictate the form so differently.
Most of my patina references come from ceramic glazes. Bronze is a kind of beautiful alchemical wizardry, which I’m learning more about
through working with a great foundry here that indulges my experiments—developing new results from tweaked recipes and accidents
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